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Hammamet flower of the Gulf

Hammamet is a city located on the southeast coast of Cap Bon region (Governorate of Nabeul) Tunisia. Famous 

seaside resort since the twentieth century, the city offers long beaches along the Gulf bearing its name.

Drawing first artists like André Gide and Paul Klee Hammamet has become in the space of half a century an ultra 

tourist resort. The wealthy Tunisians did it also build their second home, a sign that does not lie on the beauty of the 

site.

In ancient times, the Romans occupy two sites Siagu 

and Pupput. These sites are probably Punic origin. 

They will fall into oblivion. Arabs in the thirteenth 

establish a strong, a small town named Hammamet 

(meaning «baths» or «doves» according to pronuncia-

tion). The fort is replaced by the fifteenth Casbah and 

Medina. The town was taken and fortified by the 

Spanish in the sixteenth, before falling to the Turks.

The city as a whole remains far from battles and invasions. It 

really took off with the construction under the French 

protectorate of a railway track. She became a seaside resort, 

relying on its mild climate and its large sandy beaches. It is 

adorned with sumptuous villas, the most famous, that of 

Sebastian will serve as headquarters to Marshal Rommel in 

1943, then in the Foreign Legion barracks. This is indeed the 

Romanian millionaire Georges Sebastian who «launches» 

truly the city in the modern era around 1920 in his villa meet 

his friends Gide, Bernanos, Klee ... After the eclipse of the 

Second World War , artists and writers settled and meet 

again in Hammamet (Jean Claude Pascal) and their presence 

leads to the launch of the International Festival of Arts.
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Know us more

Hammamet has acquired in recent years a world-renowned 

resort with hotel and tourist facilities of high quality, mainly 

devoted to mass tourism.

Despite the thousands of tourists who invade each year, the 

city has retained a certain charm. Its medina, surrounded by 

ramparts, houses souks fabrics and perfumes. The narrow, 

flowery streets are an invitation to a slow vagrancy. If you 

come in spring, you humerez the scent of orange blossoms. 

We almost forget to visit the magnificent Villa Sebastian west 

of the city.

Facing the beach were built many hotels Moorish style. 

Latest, the resort Yasmine Hammamet, pseudo-grafted town 

to town. This complex is composed of about fifty hotels, 

restaurants, a marina, an amusement park (Carthageland) 

and even a reconstruction of a medina!

Our centre offers a concept of general valid

training for all its courses. The training is focused

on the real needs of learners as:

- The content (Objectives and modularity of

priorities)

- To the intensity (Availability of the learner, a

large choice of learning hours)

- Duration (to be established according to the

objectives and the intensity)

inlingua Hammamet is a Language School approved by the state under the number 21-176-11. Centrally located in 

the city of Hammamet, a few meters from the main station, specializing in language training.
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High-quality language training is our mission

Training is not a charge ... but rather aninvestment for the 

future inlingua Hammamet offers the opportunity to improve 

your oral and written understanding and your oral expres-

sion in different languages from various multimedia (projec-

tor, TV, CD / audio cassettes, DVDs, videos, CD-ROMs, 

websites, press) also by using powerful software for learning 

languages such as Tell Me More and Easy Language.

At the end of training, a final evaluation is performed with the 

instructor to determine the knowledge acquired. A certifi-

cate of training completion of approved training will validate 

your knowledge and skills and will highlight your achieve-

ment.

Since the beginning, inlingua’s mission has been to provide high-quality language training to its customers. Our 

network of independent language training centers ensures that our standards, unique method and materials 

are employed all over the world and that our training method is continuously adapted.

Learning languages with the inlingua Method

You don’t like long and boring grammar classes?

No problem! At inlingua, our trainers focus on spoken 

language and active examples, which make our 

classes lively and fun.
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Our core strengths are the inlingua method and materials, which provide the quickest and most effective 

approach for all language learning objectives. The method is backed by a dedicated team of inlingua trainers and 

support staff, who further an enabling environment for successful language acquisition.

During our classes, the main focus is the spoken language. The inlingua Method focuses on your oral skills first, 

followed by improving your reading, listening and writing skills. You will learn the language by speaking it – all 

according to your personal needs.

Our quality chart

Our courses

1. inlingua Hammamet adopts an attitude of transparency with regard to the organization of training.

2. inlingua Hammamet is committed to provide qualified teachers and any documents or material deemed 

necessary for the proper conduct of the training.

3. inlingua Hammamet adopts an attitude of transparency with regard to the assessment of learning outcomes.

4. inlingua Hammamet has a role of supervision and advice during and after the completion of the training.

5. inlingua Hammamet is committed to ensure a training that blends theory and practice to carry out a real 

change on the professional level.

Quality is not a coincidence but it is a choice of a working system that requires both the will and the commit-

ment!

German English French Italian

Spanish Arabic Russian Chinese
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Our certificates

For anyone who wants to learn, develop or revise a language privately or as part of his profession.

All language levels are offered, from beginner level to the 

level of proficiency, including in choosing learning, revision 

or development of the 4 skills Listening, Speaking, Reading 

and Writing.

Key features

     A recognized centre for ÖSD certificates in German «Deutsch Österreichisches Sprachdiplom» for all levels A1 

to C1 according to the European Framework of Reference for Languages (CEFR).

     A recognized centre for TOLES certificates «Test Of Legal English Skills» for the three proposed levels: Founda-

tion (B1), Higher (B2) and Advanced (C1).

   A REVIEW recognized centre for DELE certificates in Spanish language «Diploma of Spanish as a Foreign 

Language» for all levels from A1 to C1.

inlingua Hammamet offers you a chance to have a recognized certification in the world, our centre is:

Our courses in detail

Listening Reading Speaking Writing

This concept developed by inlingua Hammamet modulates learning priorities of the 4 skills to adapt to the real 

needs of the learner according to its purpose and its actual level at the beginning of training, and according to 

the need adapt and implement new training priorities. The training course can thus be adapted to the specificity 

of each learner, based on the observed learning abilities and needs and own objectives contingencies (Prepara-

The Modularity of Priorities
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tion for official examination, professional goals may change during training).

We offer customized training that combines individual instruction or small groups (maximum 4 people) with an 

experienced teacher or teacher in his native language, and the systematic immersion in the language through 

multimedia carefully selected according your needs. According to the preferences of the learner, it is possible 

to prioritize either orally or in writing, either to fill gaps from differences between the oral and written 

knowledge. Orientation tests and monitoring can detect gaps in vocabulary and grammar and thus establish a 

personalized pedagogical training. These courses can be specifically organized to support or remedial educa-

tion.

A customized training

Preparation for official exams with the possibility of passing the exams directly in our centre for several examina-

tions whose inlingua Hammamet is recognized as an approved examination centre, such as TOLES for legal 

English, and DELE. In addition ÖSD exams in German (eg ÖSD Grundstufe Grundstufe 1 and 2) required for 

family reunification applications to the embassies of Germany and Austria, etc. The success of these exmans is 

greatly facilitated by the personalized approach of our courses.

With inlingua Hammamet, you will have the best chance to reach your goals!

Official Exams

The revision spelling and grammar for all available languages

The French business correspondence, English, Italian or 

German

Business writing (reports, taking notes, memos, minutes ...)

The conversation of everyday life or the professional field 

(answering the phone, reception, information, business)

The Business Language (commercial, economic and financial)

Learning the language for legal, medical, in the technical field, 

as well as special courses to prepare for the best known exami-

nations for English, French, German, Italian and Spanish.

Language courses for specific purpose
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Proposed levels

Keywords: Simple Questions, close and professional environment.

Understand (listen) :The student can understand words in his professional field and very basic 

phrases concerning himself, his hotel and immediate concrete environment if people speak slowly 

and clearly.

Speaking (Take Part in a conversation): The student can communicate in a simple way provided 

that other person is prepared to repeat or rephrase things more slowly and help formulate what 

he’s trying to say. He can ask simple questions about professional matters or matters that he imme-

diately needed, and answer such questions.

Talking (Spoken Interaction Production) The student can use simple phrases and sentences to 

describe his work environment and the objects of his work.

Writing: The student can write a short, simple postcard, for example sending holiday greetings. He 

can carry personal details in a questionnaire, for example entering name, nationality and address on 

a hotel registration form.

Keywords: Descriptions, simple conversations.

Understanding (listening): The student can understand phrases and the highest frequency vocabu-

lary related to what concerns very closely (eg himself, his family, shopping, local area, acts of daily 

work.) . It can capture the essence of ads and clear and simple messages.

Understanding (reading): The student can read very simple and short texts (registration card 

menu card) , he may find specific, predictable information in everyday material such as advertise-

ments, prospectuses, menus and timetables and can understand short simple personal letters.

Speaking (Take Part in a conversation): The student can communicate in simple and routine tasks 

requiring a simple and direct exchange of information on issues and professional exchange activi-

ties. He can handle very short social exchanges, even if, as a rule, he does not understand enough to 

keep conversation

Talking (if Spoken Interaction Production): The student can use a series of phrases and sentences 

to describe in simple terms its services, living conditions, training and current or most recentjob.

Writing: The student can write simple notes and messages and short. He can write a very simple 

personal letter, for example thanking.
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Proposed levels

Keywords: Beginning of autonomy; manage to express his opinion.

Understanding (listening): The student can understand the main points of clear standard input and 

if it is familiar topics relating to work, leisure, etc. He can understand the main point of many radio 

or TV programs on current affairs or topics of interest to personal or professional if you are talking 

in a relatively slow and clear way.

Understanding (reading): The student can understand texts that consist mainly of high frequency 

everyday of working language. He can understand the description of events, the expression of 

feelings and wishes in personal letters ...

Speaking (Take Part in a conversation): The student can deal with most situations that you may 

encounter in everyday life. He can enter unprepared into conversation on topics that are familiar or 

of personal interest or pertinent to everyday life (eg family, hobbies, work, travel and current 

events).

Talking (Spoken Interaction Production): The student can connect phrases in a simple way in 

order to describe experiences and events, dreams, hopes and goals.

He can briefly give reasons and explanations for opinions and plans. It can tell a story or relate the 

plot of a book or film and describe their reactions.

Writing: The student can write simple connected text on topics which are familiar or of interest 

personally. He can write personal letters describing experiences and impressions.

Keywords: current understanding and ability to converse; issue an opinion, support a systematic 

argument.

Understanding (listening): The student can understand lectures and speeches long enough and 

follow even complex lines of argument provided the topic is reasonably familiar to him. He can 

understand most TV news and current affairs information.

He can understand the majority of films in standard dialect.

Understanding (reading): The student can read articles and reports concerned with contemporary 

problems in which the writers adopt particular attitudes or viewpoints. He can understand contem-

porary literary prose.

Speaking (Take Part in a conversation): The student can interact with a degree of fluency and 
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Keywords: Speak fluently and spontaneously, pretty good control.

Understanding (listening): The student can understand extended speech even when it is not clear-

ly structured and when relationships are only implied. He can understand television programs and 

films without too much effort.

Understanding(reading): The student can understand long and complex factual and literary texts, 

appreciating distinctions of style. Can understand specialized articles and longer technical instruc-

tions, even when they are not related to their field.

Speaking (Take Part in a conversation): The student may speak fluently and spontaneously 

without much obvious searching for expressions. It can use language flexibly and effectively for 

social and professional purposes. He can express his ideas and opinions with precision, present and 

respond to those of others.

Talking (if Spoken Interaction Production): The student can present clear, detailed descriptions 

of complex subjects integrating sub-themes, developing particular points and ended his speech 

appropriately.

Writing: The student may speak in a clear and well-structured text, his point of view. He can write 

about complex subjects in a letter, an essay or a report, underlining the matters it considers impor-

tant. It can select a style appropriate to the recipient.

Proposed levels

spontaneity that allows him for regular interaction with native speakers.

It can actively participate in discussion in familiar contexts, and defend their opinions.

Writing: The student can write clear, detailed text on a wide range of subjects related to his 

interests. He can write an essay or report, passing on information or giving reasons for or against a 

particular point of view. He can write letters highlighting the personal meaning he attributes to the 

events and experiences.
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